
TIMELESS LINER NOTES

  1. THE INVITATION 
  2. A LOVE SONG FOR HUMANITY 
  3. RIVER OF SKY 
  4. DANCING WITH TINKERBELL  
  5. THE BURNING DAWN 
  6. JEWELS IN INDRA’S WEB 
  7. FOLLOWING MY FATHER’S SONG 
  8. DREAM RAGA 
  9. RIVER OF RAIN 
10. A WORLD BEHIND THE WORLD 
11. STILLNESS
12. BEGIN AGAIN

Musicians: Jami Sieber: electric and acoustic cello, vocals, Kane Mathis: kora (7), Hans 
Teuber: soprano sax, pocket trumpet (8, 12), Melanie Monsour: piano (10), Evan Schiller: 
sampled loops, synthesizers (3, 4), Agu: Tibetan singing bowls (11), Frogs from the pond 
at Katskill Gandharvaloka (Sanskrit for Land of the Gods)(6)

Can I find the moments in between?
Can I feel the silence within the song?
Can I breathe in the prayer of the mountain?
Breathe in the prayer of the mountain. 

Samadhi by Jami Sieber

The essence of a timeless nature exists within each of us. I love going there. When I am 
not caught up in the ‘to do, did do, and will do” I fall into that gap - when a minute lasts a 
year and there is nothing but that moment. I started this project over a year ago with the 
intention of creating a sound track for healers and healing. The making of this cd has 
been a personal journey through my own experiences with illness and the many years I 
worked as a nurse. I am grateful for the teachings that came from each and how they have 
affected my creative process.  May this  music  take you to  a  world without  clocks or 
calendars, where stress and striving dissolve, and the walls that separate us from each 
other, nature, and our own self-love magically crumble.

This cd has come together with the help of a number of family and friends. My deepest 
gratitude to Jude Bierman for your whole hearted support; to Agu, Evan Schiller, and 



Kim Rosen for all the ways you each supported the creation of this music; to the magic of 
my collaborative team: Colleen, Suzanne, Hans, Kane, Melanie, and Joshua; to Margie 
Carter,  Jeanne  Hunt,  Noliwe  Alexander,  Rosetta  Saunders,  Erica  Helm  Meade,  Don 
Lawn, Redwing Keyssar, Karen Kaushansky, my loving family, and to all of you - thank 
you for your consistent presence of support that keeps me in music.

This cd is dedicated to my father, Richard Sieber, who forever lives in music. 
July 12, 1926 - March 18, 2013

There’s a world behind the world we see that is the same world, but more open, more 
transparent, without blocks. Like inside a big mind, the animals and humans all can talk, 
and those who pass through here get power to heal and help. 

Gary Snyder
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Timeless conveys a powerful presence that goes beyond the haunting melodies and 
velvety striations of cello and voice. It invokes a realm where inner experience – be it 
meditation, massage, or movement – is deepened and intensified. This is powerful 
musical medicine.
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